CUSTOMIZE YOUR HOME

Combining the stability of concrete with the enticing colors and patterns of stone and brick pavers, decorative concrete offers a beautiful and affordable alternative for homeowners seeking to enhance the look and value of their property.

Browse through our design guide, and dream of ways to transform your house into a custom home.
*HARMONIZE YOUR COLORS*

The authentic, earthy tones of colored concrete immediately enhance your home’s natural outdoor character while adding warmth and elegance.

*INTEGRAL COLORS*

The nature-inspired shades are non-fading and streak-free, and the versatile selection ranges from our rich and alluring Sorrento Red to our subtle and calming Spring Beige.
ANTIQUING RELEASE COLORS®

The distinctive Antiquing Release Colors serve as captivating accents to the attractive Integral Color foundation. Imagine how the complementary blend of an Integral Color, Antiquing Release Color and Stamp Pattern can add dimension and charm to your home.
The enduring beauty and classic appeal of stamped concrete is reminiscent of natural stone or brick, without the costly purchase, installation and upkeep.

LITHOTEX® Pavecrafters
STAMP PATTERNS

An unlimited variety of textured concrete options has made attaining the distinguished character of pavers easier than ever before. Decorative concrete patios, driveways, pool surrounds and walkways immediately transform your home into a refuge of class and hospitality.

Capture striking time-worn textures with the strength and durability of concrete while effortlessly embellishing your home.
INSPIRE YOUR CREATIVITY

Design and achieve your dream home with the inspiration of the unique and beautiful decorative concrete examples found on the following pages.

With the help of our stunning collection of colors and textures, you can hand-pick a creative combination that truly reflects your personality and aesthetic taste.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS

This classy decorative concrete curb impresses guests before they even reach the home. Both stylish and welcoming, decorative concrete pavement spruces up the look of the whole neighborhood.

STAMP PATTERN
VERMONT SLATE
INTEGRAL COLOR
AUTUMN BEIGE
ANTIQUING RELEASE COLOR
CLASSIC GRAY
HOME ACCENTS

The clean, polished driveway serves as a perfect complement to the contemporary look of this distinctive home. The decorative concrete reflects hints of the home’s contrasting colors, and the texture resembles the shingled pattern on the top floor.

STAMP PATTERN
VERMONT SLATE
INTEGRAL COLOR
LIMESTONE
ANTIQUING RELEASE COLOR
RUSSET
Varied patterns and colors allow homeowners to uniquely express their personal style. The fractured slate steps and multi-shaped brick patio complement this pale green, shingle-sided home in both color and texture.

**STAMP PATTERN**
RANDOM COBBLESTONE Patio / FRACTURED SLATE Steps

**INTEGRAL COLOR**
SHADOW SLATE

**ANTIQUING RELEASE COLOR**
SLATE GRAY
REFINED LIVING

The naturally weathered look of the random rectangular pattern gives this patio an authentic and elegant feel that provides homeowners with both warmth and class.

STAMP PATTERN
ASHLER STONE Patio / FRACTURED SLATE Stairs

INTEGRAL COLOR
LIMESTONE

ANTIQUING RELEASE COLOR
PECAN TAN
COLORFUL
EXPRESSION

Consistent textures with subtle changes in color create a sophisticated look for this backyard patio. Even the beautifully designed steps reveal the fine details made possible with stamped concrete.

STAMP PATTERN
VERMONT SLATE Patio / FRACTURED SLATE Steps

INTEGRAL COLOR
ADOBE TAN Patio / SORRENTO RED Stairs

ANTIQUING RELEASE COLOR
BRICK RED / RUSSET Mixture
OUTDOOR GETAWAY

Assorted shapes and sizes create a comfortable living space outdoors, perfect for relaxing with friends and family.

STAMP PATTERN
ENGLISH YORKSTONE Patio / FRACTURED SLATE Steps

INTEGRAL COLOR
AUTUMN BEIGE

ANTIQUING RELEASE COLOR
WALNUT
Beautiful cool tones and distinct patterns in the cobbled driveway highlight varying colors visible in this home's exterior brick walls, shingle siding and roof.

**STAMP PATTERN**
RANDOM COBBLESTONE Driveway / FRACTURED SLATE Porch

**INTEGRAL COLOR**
SHADOW SLATE

**ANTIQUING RELEASE COLOR**
SLATE GRAY
GARDEN OASIS

Subtle, warm tones give this patio an earthy feel and allow it to blend naturally with the adjacent landscape.

STAMP PATTERN
ENGLISH YORKSTONE

INTEGRAL COLOR
LIMESTONE

ANTIQUING RELEASE COLOR
BRICK RED
The strength, durability and beauty of stamped concrete can extend beyond the driveway and all the way to the front entryway steps. The cohesive and classic look is sturdy enough to prevent the usual wear and tear visible on heavily-trodden and driven areas.

**C O M P L E T E  T H E  L O O K**

**STAMP PATTERN**
ENGLISH YORKSTONE

**INTEGRAL COLOR**
ADOBE TAN

**ANTIQUING RELEASE COLOR**
WALNUT
PICTURE PERFECT

A glossy surface, rounded polygonal shapes and numerous sizes give this patterned patio a distinctive, artistic and tasteful look.

STAMP PATTERN
CANYON STONE
INTEGRAL COLOR
AUTUMN BEIGE
ANTIQUING RELEASE COLOR
RUSSET
GET CREATIVE

The different colored rectangles scattered across the sidewalk put a creative, modern spin on this front entrance. Even with limited space, the front yard is transformed into a contemporary, attractive entry into the home.

STAMP PATTERN
RANDOM COBBLESTONE

INTEGRAL COLOR
AUTUMN BEIGE

ANTIQUING RELEASE COLOR
SMOKE BEIGE

ADDITIONAL COLORS - LITHOCHROME® Chemstain™
FADED TERRA COTTA / PADRE BROWN / DARK WALNUT
AURORA POLICE DEPARTMENT

The color of this inviting walkway was custom made to complement the façade of the building. Integral concrete colors can be customized to achieve any look and feel desired.

DESIGN
Exposed - GRACE TOP-CAST® 75

INTEGRAL COLOR
Custom Color per Architect Specifications

ADDITIONAL TREATMENT
Sealed - SCOFIELD CURESEAL-S with OZINGA GRIP
Orderly sidewalks help downtown Elgin achieve a tidy, well-kept look with little to no maintenance—decorative concrete eliminates weeds that would grow through the cracks of similar stone pavers.

**DESIGN**
Tiled Saw Cuts

**INTEGRAL COLOR**
LIMESTONE

**ADDITIONAL TREATMENT**
Sealed - CS309-1315
**ELGIN FESTIVAL PARK**

Gorgeous colors and a unique design instantly draw the attention of passersby, and the bold artwork serves as a beautiful focal point in the heart of downtown Elgin.

**DESIGN**  
Varying Colors with Decorative Relief Joints

**INTEGRAL COLOR**  
ACACIA GREEN / COACHELLA SAND / CHARCOAL / RED BRICK

**ADDITIONAL TREATMENT**  
Exposed Sandblasted Finish
These stunning walls look like stone yet boast the durability of concrete. Two accent colors create an authentic depth and tone variation that perfectly mimics the real deal.

**DESIGN**
Custom Wall Liner

**INTEGRAL COLOR**
LIMESTONE

**ADDITIONAL COLORS - LITHOCHROME® Chemstain™**
DARK WALNUT & PADRE BROWN Accents
SMART STYLE

Chic stained concrete highlights this basement’s upscale yet friendly feel. The durable floor resists erosion caused by scraping chairs and heavy tables, and the large faux tiles create a gorgeous look.

DESIGN
Decorative Tile & Border Saw Cuts

ADDITIONAL COLORS - LITHOCROME® Chemstain™
DARK WALNUT / PADRE BROWN / BLACK
The beautiful, antique appearance of stained concrete camouflages artificial stone with its realistic nuances of color and finish. Because Chemstain becomes part of the concrete’s surface through a chemical reaction, the faux stone appears convincingly timeworn without fading, cracking, or peeling.

*The colors in this booklet are an approximation of the final concrete color. Much like marble, granite or wood, concrete has natural variation in appearance. The color of concrete can be impacted by many factors such as natural shade, the color of local concrete material and the style of concrete finish selected. Concrete that is not cured and sealed will have less brilliance and color uniformity. **Chemstain should be tested on inconspicuous spot to determine color/reaction with local cement.
ACCESSORIES

Ozinga offers a full line of products for all your decorative concrete needs. Take advantage of items such as sealants and protectants that meet the latest VOC standards and a line of other products to bring your decorative concrete back to life. Call today to find out which is best suited for your home, office, or municipality.

OZINGA WATERSTOPPER S-20
A long-lasting penetrating sealer used for gray or integrally colored concrete

OZINGA ENVIROSEAL CS309-1315
Tinted penetrating stain brings faded integrally colored concrete to life

OZINGA GRIP
Incorporated into the sealer to add slip resistance

GRACE TOP-CAST®
Available in varying relief depths to expose concrete from a sandblast finish up to 1 inch

REVIVE™ COLOR REFRESHER
Tinted penetrating stain brings faded integrally colored concrete to life

RZTORE
A Stamped Concrete Color Restoration System